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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in December

Enterprise podcast and
audio platform.

December
Deal Statistics
A Strong Crop of deals with 3
solid candidates. 104 total
investments is about average,
and just under 10% in the
"over $100M" club including
Clubhouse, which we like but
the price has gotten away from
us and I wouldn't be surprised
to see another round come
together for that one a few
months hence at twice the
value. Time will tell. - Scott

VR Roadblocks

Beauty products at factory
cost prices.

Total Deals Announced

104

Follow-On Investments

55

Initial Investments

49

B2B

73

B2C

31

Possible Candidates

3

Added to our Watch list

3

Rounds over $100M

9
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RecRoom- 82/100
Rec Room: a VR universe where you can play and create games with friends.

Round Size

$20 Million

Investment Series

Series C

Noted Investors

Sequoia, First Round, Index & Madrona

Location

Seattle, Washington, United States

Total Raised

$49 Million

Does the world really need another social network? The answer is clearly "yes"; what we see emerging is
the desire for a gathering space that helps people grow their social net, not just bring existing nets
online. Yubo meets this need with live video chat rooms for teens. Clubhouse does so with special
interest audio chat rooms. And RecRoom is trying interactive game play, which appears to be working as
they claim 10 million members amid a surge of growth in 2020, no doubt pandemic enhanced.
How do they score? Certainly there is a strong network effect at play here, and those looking to interact
with new people are going to seek out the most popular place, just as they walk past the empty bar to
enter the crowded one. So a 10/10 for winner-take-most. Is it viral? Somewhat. Our research indicates
users are creating an alternative persona in a different universe when they enter RecRoom. So our sense
is that they may not want this alternate world and the real world to collide. So, a tentative 8/10 pending
further investigation. For product market fit,Product Market Fit we award 7/10, but again we need to see
scores on user retention before finalizing that score. For everything else, margins, scalability, market size
there is no reason to dock any points so 10/10 for all of those.
Ultimately, the 82 score is strong, but lower than most social networks. The score has room to go up
pending further understanding of product usage and the virality. But this is a very crowded cap table, so
we may not pursue this one too aggressively until post-covid data emerges over the summer.
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Beauty Pie - 80/100
Beauty Pie is a membership only buyers club for beauty addicts.

Round Size

Undisclosed

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Index Ventures

Location

London, England, United Kingdom

Total Raised

Undisclosed

Beauty Pie is an online "Costco for beauty products". There is a membership fee that provides the profits
for the business, and opens the door for members to purchase high-end private label beauty products for a
fraction of the price of similar-quality branded product. They work with the same manufacturers as the top
brands, but avoid the marketing and retail markup. The founder is saying to the brands that famous line
from Jeff Bezos "your margin is my opportunity."
But is this winner-take-most? We discussed this at length. The network effects here are not strong, but
there is a land grab element that could be powerful. Customers, once they find beauty products they like,
are fiercely loyal. With pricing low enough to tempt users away from branded products, we think a goodsized segment of the market will switch to, and transfer fierce loyalty to, Beauty Pie products. So a 9/10 for
the land grab as they attract young customers and win over older ones.
On scalable distribution, such products can build awareness quickly through influencers. We also feel the
PR opportunity is strong. And when women find good bargains they tend to share the knowledge, creating
both online and offline virality. So a 9/10 on distribution.
On product market fit, Chris and I had some back and forth. I felt the $100 membership fee was prohibitive,
vastly limiting their market. Chris argued that consumers of high-end beauty products would not notice the
$100 as they spend $1000/month on beauty. We settled on an 8/10 for product market fit because, while
the membership pricing might not be perfect, the product pricing is.
Market size and organizational scalability get a perfect 10/10. However, there are shipping logistics and
customer service challenges in this business that you wouldn't find in a social network, for example. So 8/10
for operational scalability. Further, we only gave 9/10 for gross margin, but one could argue for a 10.10
since the product they are really selling is membership fees, which are recurring 100% margin. They then
operate a beauty products retail business at break even to keep those fees flowing.
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Storyboard - 80/100
Storyboard is an enterprise podcast and audio platform.

Round Size

$4.5 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

CRV

Location

Santa Monica, California, United States

Total Raised

$4.5 Million

Storyboard is a secure podcasting platform that assures internal podcasts stay within a company,
opening up podcasting for company-confidential communication. Awesome right? But they didn't score
above 80 the first time through our analysis. We felt they were in a land grab so Blitzscaling would make
sense, but the distribution score was low; just ground and pound enterprise sales. Then Chris talked to
the CEO and learned that the product vision includes the option for podcasts to be shared outside the
enterprise with customers and beyond. That changes the distribution dynamic enough to get above our
threshold of consideration.
With the improved distribution score, the rest of the company's score falls into place nicely. Huge market,
perfect software margins and scalability. Product market fit is strong we think - there is a huge need for
this in the enterprise. Overall a real potential Silicon Valley Blitzscaler worth keeping a close eye on.
This one is early, but investment interest is intense so a round could come together in 6 months or so.
CRV led the seed round so that's a strong vote. Overall we are intrigued and likely to dig in.
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December Deals

As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track
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